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Addressing Cyber Challenges  
in the Legal Sector 

 f Data Breaches and Client Confidentiality: The TrueFort Platform fortifies 
the protection of client confidentiality by securing applications that handle 
sensitive information. Its ability to detect anomalies aids in the early 
identification of potential breaches, responding instantly and flagging  
any deviation in approved and expected behavior. 

 f Insider Threats: TrueFort reduces risks from insider threats through  
strict access controls and monitoring for unusual application-level activities  
to maintain the confidentiality and integrity of sensitive client information, 
uphold ethical and legal obligations, and safeguard reputation where trust 
and discretion are paramount.

 f Ransomware Prevention: TrueFort Platform minimizes outages and 
downtime by preventing ransomware spread, thereby reducing the effort  
of backups and the size of ransoms by limiting the blast radius of any  
security incident. By leveraging TrueFort's holistic visibility, it is possible  
to identify previously unnoticed vulnerabilities and take proactive steps  
to seal those gaps.

 f Encryption and Access Controls Solution: With robust access controls, 
TrueFort ensures that only authorized personnel can access sensitive 
information—preserving client confidentiality and smoothing the path  
to regulatory compliance.

 f Segmentation of Data: Using microsegmentation to create secure 
environments at a granular level, TrueFort Platform isolates client data from 
other networks within the organization. 

TrueFort Platform:  
Protecting the Legal Sector 
Crucial Cybersecurity Assurance for the Legal Sector 

 f 48% of security 
breaches occurred at 
the application layer, 
making it the most 
commonly identified 
attack vector. 
(Forrester)

 f In the past year,  
76% of organizations 
experienced a security 
incident due to a lack 
of clear application 
visibility.
(Cybersecurity Ventures)
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 f Real-Time Monitoring and Incident Response: 
TrueFort offers continuous monitoring for unusual  
or unauthorized activities and swift incident response  
to mitigate potential unauthorized disclosures. 

 f Incident Forensics: Assisting in forensic investigations 
post-incident, TrueFort Platform helps to determine the 
cause and extent of any security issue, making future 
cybersecurity planning more effective and strategic. 

 f Managing Compliance and Ethical Obligations: 
TrueFort aligns with ABA Model Rules, ensuring 
‘reasonable efforts’ are taken to prevent unauthorized 
disclosure or access to client information. Also,  
we support many clients who must match their own  
clients' level of security, such as the Defense Cyber 
Protection Partnership (DCPP), meaning they are 
regulated at the highest level.

Compliance Reporting 
 f Audit Trails: TrueFort Reporter, an out-of-the-box 
benefit of the TrueFort Platform, ensures comprehensive 
logging and enterprise-level reporting for audit trails  
and compliance reports. 

 f Documentation for Compliance: TrueFort Platform 

adoption clearly demonstrates an organization's 
commitment to protecting client data and adhering  
to ABA Model Rules and other regulatory requirements. 

Security During Mergers and 
Divestitures 

 f Seamless Transition: The TrueFort Platform aids  
in the smooth transition of IT systems, maintaining 
security coverage. 

 f Network Security During Integration: TrueFort 

ensures security during the integration of IT 
infrastructures in mergers by continuously monitoring 
for anomalies and unauthorized activities, keeping  
the risk from one company from reaching another,  
and safeguarding the integrity and confidentiality 
of sensitive data throughout the transition process. 
TrueFort's microsegmentation capabilities contain  
any potentially crippling ransomware attack  
before it spreads.

 f Adaptive Security for Evolving IT Environments: 
TrueFort Platform adapts to changing IT environments, 
ensuring resilient and robust security throughout 
transition.

 f Protecting Reputation: TrueFort helps maintain  
a proactive security stance, essential for protecting  
a law firm’s reputation.

Managing Third-Party Risks
The TrueFort Platform limits incidents by continuously 
monitoring application interactions and workload 
behaviors, in real-time. 

Support for Diverse Environments
TrueFort offers comprehensive security insights across 
cloud, data center, and hybrid environments, crucial  
for both legacy and modern IT infrastructures. 

“This is one of the first times I’ve had  
a short visit because the evidence  

was all just ready.”

Auditor for a regional bank
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ABOUT TRUEFORT

TrueFort® Platform puts you in control of lateral movement across the data center  
and cloud, protecting service accounts and against zero-day threats. The TrueFort Cloud  
extends protection beyond network activity by shutting down the abuse of service  
accounts. Founded by former IT executives from Bank of America and Goldman Sachs,  
leading global enterprises trust TrueFort to deliver unmatched application environment 
discovery and microsegmentation for accounts and activity. 

For more information on how TrueFort can enhance your manufacturing  

cybersecurity posture, please contact us for a detailed demonstration.

3 West 18th Street 
Weehawken, NJ, 07086 
United States of America 

+1 201 766 2023 
sales@truefort.com
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What Makes the TrueFort  
Platform Different? 

 f Compatibility with Existing Security Agents:  
TrueFort can streamline implementation and minimize 
resource usage by leveraging existing EDR agents  
from SentinelOne and CrowdStrike Falcon. 

 f Process Termination Capabilities: TrueFort offers  
the unique ability to terminate malicious processes, 
greatly enhancing defense. 

 f CIS Benchmarking: Ensures continuous protection 
against misconfigurations and exposures.

 f Machine Learning-Driven Behavior Analytics:  
Offer the benefit of advanced, predictive insights  
into workload behaviors, TrueFort enhances the  
ability to swiftly detect and respond to anomalies 
and potential security threats, bolstering the overall 
cybersecurity posture.

 f Extended Lateral Movement Protection:  
With superior protection against lateral movement,  
TrueFort stops any attackers from moving within 
networks. This protects critical service accounts,  
stopping east-west traffic in its tracks.

 f Comprehensive Enterprise Reporting: Crucial  

for compliance, threat hunting, and business  
continuity verification, TrueFort’s reporting  
capabilities can be tuned to fit the needs  
of an organization's specific requirements.

“We need to get this installed 

everywhere, right away!”

Cybersecurity lead and TrueFort customer

TrueFort is a vital cybersecurity partner for the legal sector. 
Its tailored solutions address the unique challenges faced 
by law firms and legal entities, ensuring the confidentiality 
and integrity of sensitive client information and maintaining 
compliance with regulatory standards. This comprehensive 
approach is integral to safeguarding the legal sector from 
the ever-evolving landscape of cyber threats.
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